
• Our knowledge of spelling influences our perception of speech sounds.  
• This influence can occur when it does not benefit correct word recognition 

(Experiment 1) 

• This influence can occur without the presence of a written form (Experiment 2). 
• This can be explained as resulting from lexical representation derived from reading.  

• Speech perception and reading can not be seen as separate processes. 
• Activation of phonological (sound) information in reading is quick, automatic, and obligatory.  
• Is this because speech processing is dominant? 

• Children speak before they read 
• People spoke before the development of writing 
• Not all spoken languages have a writing system 
• Not all speakers are literate 

 
• So perhaps reading takes advantage of pre-existing speech  mechanisms. 

• Or does learning to read result in a re-evaluation and restructuring of all language processing?  
• Readers have more phonological awareness than non-readers 
• Non-readers typically break words into syllables: readers are better at breaking words into smaller 

sound units.  
On this view:  
• Speech information plays a role in reading.  
• Information from written language plays a role in speech perception 

 
As a result, we would expect listeners’ knowledge of spelling and the relationship between sounds and 
letters to influence their ability to process speech sounds.  
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Experiment 1 
Spelling-Sound Mappings 
• In English, spelling and sound are inconsistently mapped. 
• One sound, multiple spellings: flew, blue, coo, two, do, through 
• One spelling, multiple pronunciations: through, cough, plough, rough, though 
Does the frequency of a spelling-sound mapping influence listeners’ assessment of 
mispronunciations? 
• High-frequency mapping (e.g. “leaf”): Correct or low-frequency pronunciation (“leff”) 
• Low-frequency mapping (e.g. “deaf”): Correct or high-frequency pronunciation (“deef”) 
•Unrelated control items (e.g. “shop”) 
 

•Cross-modal recognition priming task: 
•Participants saw a visual prime (LEAF or SHOP) for 200 ms and then heard one pronunciation (“leff”). 
•Decision: was the auditory presentation a real word or a nonword?  
 
False positives (accepting incorrect pronunciation as a real word) 
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Experiment 2 
Will presentation of the incorrect pronunciation activate a stored mental representation? How will that 
activation compare to that found with presentation of the correct pronunciation? 
•Prediction: If reading influences listeners’ stored pronunciations, high-frequency pronunciations (“deef”) 
should consistently activate mental representations.  
•However, low-frequency pronunciations (“leff”) should not.  
•Experimental items were “disguised” by English nonword syllables (e.g. “chush”) to prevent the critical 
item from attracting attention.  
•For each trial, one auditory correct (“deaf”), incorrect (“deef”), or control (“past”) prime, embedded 
between two nonwords, was followed by a louder auditory target (the correct pronunciation, e.g. “deaf”) .  
•Task: Was the louder item a real word?   
 
        Time to make word identification for target 
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Major Questions 
1. Is spelling information used strategically (only to assist word recognition) or is the use of spelling information mandatory (it can hurt word recognition or conflict with the sound information)? 
2. Does a written form need to be present for spelling information to be used in speech perception? 
3. Is spelling information used as part of an active process in speech perception, or does spelling information contribute to a word’s stored mental representation? 
 

Experiment 1 Results:  
•Listeners are more likely to recognize 
“deef” as a word after reading DEAF 
(+11.9% relative to control) but do not 
show significantly increased recognition 
of “leff” as a word after reading LEAF 
(+1.2% relative to control).  
•When listeners reject the incorrect 
pronunciations as nonwords, it takes 
longer to reject spelling-consistent forms 
(“deef”, 529 ms) compared with spelling-
inconsistent forms (“leff”, 462 ms). 
Rejection is more difficult for a 
mispronunciation consistent with spelling.  
•Listeners have difficulty inhibiting 
common spelling-sound mappings, even 
when these mappings are detrimental to 
correct word recognition. 

Experiment 2 Results:  
• Facilitation for a stored word form 

can be determined by comparing 
the experimental items to the 
control.  

• This facilitation implies that the 
experimental item activates a lexical 
entry for the target word.  

• The more frequent mapping (-eef) 
activates the target word both when 
that mapping is correct (LEAF) and 
when that mapping is incorrect 
(DEAF). 

• This suggests that listeners have 
stored “deef” as an acceptable 
pronunciation for DEAF.  

• The less frequent mapping only 
activates the target word when that 
mapping is correct (DEAF): 

• Listeners do not store “leff” as an 
acceptable pronunciation for LEAF.  

 Conclusions 
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